
GRUPPO BIMBO

Grupo Bimbo Today. A global consumer company, leader in the baking industry and a relevant player in snacks. Read
More.

Its thick slices, its traditional suaje, its unrivaled smoothness, the preparation with the best flours, the special
cooking process, and the bakery wisdom inherited after years of experience are the ingredients that give this
bread unbeatable enjoyment qualities, and make it a masterwork of loaves that conquers the hearts of everyone
who tastes it around the world. Thus the company managed to unify the Bimbo brand that operated
independently in both countries. Later, in , Bimbo Central America was created with the opening of a plant in
Guatemala. In the Group acquired the American bakery Mrs. It offers superior experiences to consumers that
seek exclusivity and has a cultural background that has always included the imagination of the person who
prepares the products, in a detailed manner, with dedication and passion. However, in each season there are
delicious special editions to celebrate Halloween, Children's Day, and Christmas, etc. Available in individual
and multi-packaging presentations. A masterpiece that tastes good with nothing, tastes good with everything.
Spain Vital Pan Vital Bimbo comes in three presentations, Vital Seeds, made with flaxseed, sunflower and
poppy seed, which are a source of Omega 3 and also provide 5. The line was expanded in with the production
of the Donas del Osito Bear Cub Doughnuts started, along with a new line of buns: Bimbollos, Medias Noches
and Colchones. Websites of the Brand:. Two years later, the company created a new organizational structure,
known as Grupo Bimbo till today. Vital Fruticereal is made with dehydrated fruits and nuts. Vital blueberries
and granola is made with blueberries which is a source of antioxidants and granola which is an excellent
source of fiber. Grupo Bimbo acquired the Panrico bakery in Beijing in , initiating its presence in the Asian
market, expanding its operations in two continents. In , we expanded beyond sweet baked goods into fresh
bread products with the acquisition of The EarthGrains Company Sara Lee Breads offers a delicious variety of
fresh bread products in all shapes, sizes, and flavors. Since it is made with whole wheat, it provides 4. In the
same year, the company acquired Supan, a baking company in Ecuador, an operation that led the company to
reinforce its presence in America and the world. Websites of the Brand: United States Sara Lee In , bakery
entrepreneur Charlie Lubin chose to name his new line of cheesecakes and bakery business after his 8-year-old
daughter, Sara Lee. Baird's, as well as Plus Vita and Pullman in Brazil, in  The philosophy of Sanissimo is
conveyed in its original packaging and its brand essence, which is based on the fact that simple and natural is
the healthiest. Making them an important part of the typical American breakfast. With that same process
mentality we have created Bagels, Thins Bagels, Swirl Bread and more products that are part of the breakfast
in the United States, Spain and Mexico. Preferred flavors are chocolate chips, blueberry, and brownie. The
sweet bakery products coming out of the Kitchens of Sara Lee soon became so popular that the bakery was
purchased in , and in was eventually renamed the Sara Lee Corporation. With the appointment of Daniel
Servitje as CEO of the company in , the global growth strategy was strengthened. By late , there were nine
Bimbo products on the market. Each day, we honor the Sara Lee legacy by baking bread products enjoyed by
millions the world over. The first products launched into the market were cellophane -wrapped large and small
white loaves of bread, rye bread and toasted bread. An original brand that developed the right size and portion
for children to enjoy as a snack, while also giving moms peace of mind, because it is made with natural
ingredients, real fruit, and real chocolate, as well as being free of preservatives and artificial colors and
flavors. Websites of the Brand: United States The Rustik Bakery Our mission is to reinvent the artisan bread
category by offering high quality traditional bread made with natural ingredients. In the first depot outside
Mexico City was inaugurated in the city of Puebla. Expansion[ edit ] After an administrative restructure and
the launch of successful products such as Gansito and Submarinos Marinela, in [8] the company installed the
largest bakery in Latin America and one of the ten largest in the world, in Azcapotzalco , Mexico City. Ideal to
strengthen and take care of the health of the family. In each bag you can find 4 or 5 small pieces of Little
Bites, allowing children to handle their portion by eating only what they want in a safe way. Websites of the
Brand: United States Artesano The Artesano brand was born in in Colombia with the objective of
de-commoditizing the white mold segment and generating value through a more traditional offer. During , the
Group consolidated two acquisitions, becoming the largest baking company in the world.


